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Tim Griffin 
Attorney General 
323 Center Street 
Suite 200 
Little Rock, AR 72201 

 
Dear Mr. Griffin, 

 
After the response I received from your “Senior Investigator”, Kym Armstrong, I had to go look online to see if I 
was incorrect in my assumptions about the job of an attorney general’s office.  Here’s what I found:  
 
The Office of the Attorney General is one of the largest law firms in the State with 177 employees working to 
serve Arkansans. The Attorney General serves as Arkansas’s lawyer, chief law enforcement officer and chief 
consumer advocate. Whether it is fighting fraud or representing the State in a court of law, making sure we 
have common sense regulations to support businesses, holding criminals accountable or keeping our citizens 
safe, Arkansans deserve to have the top lawyers and staff working hard for them every day. 
https://portal.arkansas.gov/state_agencies/attorney-generals-office/ 
 
Yep, sounds like what’s needed here so you can imagine my shock when your investigator suggested that “I” look 
for a private attorney and I guess I’m supposed to pay them as well.  Since this issue is regarding the protection of 
ALL of the citizens of Arkansas and the precious Ozarks National Forest and involves a CORRUPT CORPORATION 
with a long history of illegal and immoral behavior, I don’t think I should be the one looked to for funding and 
fielding such an issue. THIS IS THE AG’S JOB!   
 
Let me share what’s going on. 
 
So, I first filed a complaint with the AG’s office three months after arriving in the Ozarks. February 10, 2020, File # 
20-00927, where I explain that I have a DISABLING condition, known as Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity.  This 
happened to me when I was living just like the television models for us to live until one day when I touched the 
screen of a cell phone and a pain shot up my arm that felt like a blood pressure cuff was on too tight for the 
entirety of my left arm and set my left breast on fire.  It remained at this intensity for 2 hours before it began to 
let up. A few days later I was getting out of the shower and a literal wave of energy about 8-foot-tall hit me and 
almost knocked me off my feet. I didn’t need a book to tell me what happened as the experience was so vivid it 
was almost visual! Fortunately, I’d been a long-time “health hacker” so I was able to get that “fire” in my breast 
put out 5 days later but have been fighting to survive now for 7+ years now. (Copy of 1st Complaint Attached) 
 
I wrapped a towel around me and stepped across the hall to our home office to see if Mom had plugged the WIFI 
modem in which we began unplugging at night after my event a few days prior. She was standing there with the 
plug in her hand but beyond her I saw the AT&T wireless alarm system, plugged into the WIFI modem, and noted 
the four antennas across the top and immediately thought of all the transmitter/receivers all throughout the 
house.  It was at that moment that I began realizing the volume of “waves of energy” coursing through our home 
and therefore could certainly be adversely affecting my body.  
 
I quickly reached out online to some very smart facebook friends and was told, “If you’ve ever had issues with 
heavy metals or mold, you’re more susceptible to EMF’s aka electromagnetic fields…”.  Well, that was me and I 
now knew what an EMF aka electromagnetic field was. My history included the story that after three mercury 
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dental fillings were placed in my teeth in 1978, I had a gran mall seizure. Nobody made the connection, so they 
were left in place and began destroying my body and I developed what became Hashimoto’s Autoimmune 
Disease. I have since been able to not only reverse that condition but also successfully ditched the Rx meds they 
said I’d be on for life. Getting those fillings replaced by a highly trained dentist so he, his staff, and the patient 
aren’t poisoned, followed by two years of detox methods, were part of that pathway to restored thyroid health.  
 
It didn’t help that I married and moved in with my now ex-husband back in 1985, who lived about 250 yards from 
an electric substation. When a neighbor who lived about 75 yards from that electric substation gave birth to a 
stillborn…none of us made the connection. The fact that my husband’s previous wife of nine years was infertile, 
escaped the likely connection, and then my own fertility issues, and the tenant who rented our home later who 
also developed fertility/female issues. This was in the late 80’s. We moved and I never thought about it again, 
until I had this acute event and began looking into all of this. Seeing an electric substation plopped down in the 
middle of Jasper, Arkansas is quite disheartening. What will it take for us to learn? “When we know better, we do 
better” hasn’t proven to be true with this issue I’m presenting here but I’m still going to try… in hopes that I find a 
HERO. Someone willing to see and respond, to lead the way for others. 
 
Mold was yet another offender and literally drove me out of an office in 2008 when a medical doctor who gave 
me office space had a water leak and the resulting mold made me very ill requiring the closing of a very high-end 
business. The $100,000 piece of equipment is sitting here in storage as EMF injury happened next. It’s become 
quite a chore staying alive and healthy in our modern world but I’m learning a lot, wrote a book, doing updates to 
it, building blogs, and sharing what I learn in hopes humanity will wake up and change the course we’re on where 
sickness has become our new normal, and Rx drugs are seen as the only viable remedy, leaving environmental 

damage and other wrong ideas to prosper. ☹  
 
I then got online and ordered some meters to measure what we cannot see. Just like there are tests to prove 
mold there are meters to measure mercury, lead, cadmium, mold, chemical, or electromagnetic fields so the need 
to call anyone “crazy” who claims to “feel bad” in the presence or upon consumption of a measurable toxin is no 
longer an intelligent response. Meters don’t lie, vote, or prefer…they just give readings and intelligent people 
address the meter readings and heal the environment/situation. Sadly, I live in a world that thinks they 
understand EMF’s because they watched a Netflix series titled, Better Call Saul. They fail to recognize that the 
television they watched that series on also sells advertisements for the technology being launched. It’s not 
entertainment, it’s marketing in the form of brainwashing. This stuff is like carbon monoxide in that you can’t see 
it, taste it, or smell it but it can be measured on a meter, can make you ill, and even kill you, your pets, and your 
children. Before you finish reading this, I’m betting I’ll shock you so keep reading as I NEED HELP saving what 
remains.   
 
So, my first complaint was regarding the fact that I have a qualified medical doctor, a graduate from the University 
of Texas, not some hairy-legged naturopath girlfriend of mine who wrote a letter to Carroll Electric cooperative 
CORPORATION.  An actual MEDICAL DOCTOR who has taken courses in EMF sensitivity, has examined me and 
been my “treating physician” for 5+ years now.  She wrote a Letter of Medical Necessity to Linda Lamb, staff 
attorney for Carroll Electric cooperative CORPORATION identifying me as her patient and that I have this 
condition and requesting that I have a “non-transmitting analog meter” …” mechanical only” no electronics 
inside, like we all grew up with.   
 
You can view my doctor’s letter, Linda Lamb’s nasty, unprofessional reply, and my heated response at the link 
below, along with the ADA amendments you need to see. Ms. Lamb was directed to contact the doctor if she had 
any further questions. She instead chose to write me a very upsetting and “hostile” letter asking if my doctor is 
also an electrician and arbitrarily downgrading her diagnosis to a “medical opinion” which may apply if a doctor 
had not examined and treated me, but this isn’t the case here. She told me I ask too many questions and that I 
wasn’t allowed to email her any longer but have to send only hard copy letters when I had NOT abused any 
writing privileges but only asked some pertinent questions about what kind of technology is inside the meter and 



its country of origin.  I never did get full disclosure on this and had to order one of these meters on eBay and look 
up the parts inside. Sure enough, a capacitor from CHINA is what I found, which is what I suspect she didn’t want 
me to find as they stress that these meters are from the USA.   
 
She has put things in writing that should never be said to a DISABLED person.  The amended ADA act spells out 
who is disabled and even cutting off conversation with me is considered a hostile act. She also thinks I have to 
prove to her that I have this condition. NONE OF THIS IS OKAY…She’s worried about my doctor not being an 
electrician but she isn’t worried about the idea that she isn’t a doctor! As a lawyer, she should recognize that 
ADA can cause her a lot of problems and that she shouldn’t put some damning statements in writing.  Also, 
according to ADA Amendments, I don’t have to prove anything to her, and she can’t require that! You can see all 
of these accusations by me supported at the link below where you’ll find the ADA amendments and criteria so IF I 
AM TRULY DISABLED THEN I LEGALLY AM ENTITLED TO ACCOMMODATION ESPECIALLY WHEN MY OFFER TO SEND 
IN PICTURES OF THE READINGS HAS BEEN DEEMED “PERFECTLY REASONABLE” by the Legal Director of 
DisabilityRightsAr.org, Thomas Nichols. 
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/05/23/looking-for-lawyers-paralegals-and-
law-enforcement-heres-the-story/ 
 
 
My first AG complaint: 
 
When I arrived here in the Ozarks in November of 2019, I was like many people and thought I was just one of a 
few people who had this condition where I actually FEEL the sting, zaps, pain, insomnia, fight or flight…when 
exposed to digital electronic electric meters, cell phones, WIFI, towers.  All feel a little different in my experience, 
but they are NOT producing health effects that’s for sure.  So, my original complaint was limited to the fact that 
Carroll Electric cooperative CORPORATION would not honor my qualified MD’s Letter of Medical Necessity.  I still 
find this to be unacceptable. Since when does a lawyer for a PRIVATE CORPORATION get to override the findings 
of a qualified medical doctor?  
 
In my first complaint I shared that I’d found a 70-yr-old CHIEF INSPECTOR for the Board of Electrical Examiner’s 
and Licensing who stated quite adamantly when I told him of the 24/7 high-pitched squeal up here that locals say 
began upon install of this not smart electric meter system in use here by Carroll Electric. “If y’all are hearing that 
it means there’s a problem up there”.  He said he’d ask a colleague from Carroll Electric to come check on it.  A 
year later I let Charles Covington, the Chief Inspector, know that nobody had come and weren’t likely to do so as 
this is an embarrassment and an expensive fix for CECC.  He said he would again request this colleague to come 
check on us and again, it didn’t happen.  I called Charles Covington in September of 2021, and he told me he was 
retiring the next month and when I told him that his colleague never showed he got mad and gave up the man’s 
name. RANDY HOOTEN. So why didn’t Randy Hooten come check on us when a state-level CHIEF INSPECTOR 
asked him to do so TWICE?    
 
Also mentioned in my first complaint was my willingness to take pictures of the readings from a provided analog 
meter and send them in via email was considered by Thomas Nichols, Legal Director for DisabilityRightsAR.org “a 
perfectly reasonable accommodation request” and that was pretty much the limits of that first complaint, and 
NOTHING happened other than a letter from Kym Armstrong blowing me off and that’s exactly how it felt. I didn’t 
matter.  My issue didn’t matter.  I may have gotten a single sentence rejection. Nothing heartfelt. No legitimate 
concern was present.  
 
BUT THEN, the Sheriff’s 46-year-old presumably healthy wife dropped dead of a heart attack in December of 
2019, a month after we arrived here and my eyebrows went up a little but since the sheriff ignored three offers to 
borrow my meter that takes readings IN the electric outlet, I couldn’t be sure.  He was disinterested to say the 
least and I was still thinking I’m just one of a few people affected. This complaint was about 90 days after our 
arrival to the Ozarks. 
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I then filed a 2nd complaint November 28, 2023, Consumer Complaint # 23-11402, (Attached) 4 years later! 

I wrote Ms. Armstrong and let her know that “Yes, I filed a complaint 3 months after we arrived here but now 
that I’ve been here for 4 years and seen more fully what’s going on here, there’s a LOT MORE that I now know 
that NEEDS TO BE INVESTIGATED AND ACTED UPON.   

That first complaint above: 

Was before Lesa Tanner Massengale was found w/ 5-8 masses on the side of her brain next to an electric outlet 
up high on the wall by her desk, even with her head in December of 2020. She died three weeks later but she 

never felt a thing before this happened. This is what sparked the idea to take readings with my Stetzerizer 
line noise meter in the outlets in her office. I found DEADLY READINGS at her desk, in the grocery store 
next door in the same building and then all-around town. Safe reading of this kind should be in the 20-
30 range. The meter package reads, “Anything above 50 is unacceptable and must be filtered”.  The 
readings started at 1500, jumped to 1900’s and then exceeded the limits of the meter so they were over 
2000 units. 

Was before Lexy Coontz, the road superintendent here borrowed my meter and took readings all around 
the courthouse and IN the courthouse and reported finding the same.  

Was before Candace Sexton, a 54-yr.old, healthy, happy soul dropped dead of a heart attack 13 months 
later, worked in the same building as Lesa.  

Was before I found out that this meter system was banned at the federal level by the Austrian Chamber of 
Physicians and the Swiss Physicians for the environment, which begs the question "What is it doing in the 
Ozarks"? It was banned specifically "for fear that it is deadly with immediate and cumulative effects with the 
most vulnerable feeling it the soonest". I, and 8 other people here are “the most vulnerable” and I’m doing my 
best to WARN OTHERS AND HEAL THIS ISSUE HERE!  You can find that information here:  
https://smartmeterharm.org/?s=TWACS 

Was before I found a 7.5-minute video credited to the FCC Laboratory showing how this system contaminates the 
power lines SO THE FCC DOESN’T APPROVE OF THIS METER! 
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/03/08/power-lines-turned-into-giant-
antennas-by-power-line-communication-electric-meter-system-aka-broadband-over-power-line-aka-twacs-or-
two-way-automated-communication-system-video-produced-by-fcc-labor/ 

Was before I found this 3-part pdf explaining how this meter system turns power lines into radiating antennas 
and therefore INTO all serviced buildings:  
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/03/08/power-line-communication-and-
dirty-electricity-turn-electrical-wires-into-radiating-antennas-pdf/ 

Was before I captured a screenshot of a woman saying that she saw electric current popping up in the air in front 
of her and her daughter. You can see her screenshot I captured at this link, one of the first few: 
https://nomoretowersintheozarks.org/images-that-teach 

Was before some friends reported their arm hair standing on end as they drove parallel to the power lines 
coming south out of Eureka Springs. Same man who believes the power lines around the school don’t meet code. 

Was before our neighbors, Jim and Ellen Martin, called asking to borrow my meter as the husband was feeling 
agitated and both were having sleep issues. I gave them some instructions and they were able to filter the 
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current and both began sleeping again and he returned to his jovial self. Had they not known me and my story I 
can’t imagine where that may have taken them.  When I saw Jim a few weeks later he was “very serious” in his 
demeanor and said, “Kathy, that energy that I felt was NOT GOOD.  It felt VERY DARK AND EVIL and has me now 
wondering if there’s a correlation to two sets of neighbors going through a divorce.”  YEP!  It is a VERY DARK and 
COVERT energy that feels demonic when you feel it.  “…comes to steal, kill, and destroy” Sound familiar? It’s part 
of a scripture about our spiritual enemy.  

Was before I had a local woman tell me of 3 VERY CONCERNING events like heart cramps, and a second episode, 
parked in a different place, and had the sense of energy being pulled from her head up towards the power lines 
while waiting at the elementary school to pick up her child. Her drawing of the power lines around the schools 
and where she was sitting can be seen here, it’s a few down from the top: 
https://nomoretowersintheozarks.org/images-that-teach 

Was before I got the screenshot of the local man Jamie Mefford saying "my studies are ongoing but we have 
found a correlation between chronic wasting disease [in the white tail deer] and the electric meters". You can see 
that screenshot here, it’s the first one: https://nomoretowersintheozarks.org/images-that-teach 

You’ll find his facebook page here: https://www.facebook.com/jamie.mefford.5 

Was before I began hearing a 24/7 high-pitched squeal here that locals say began immediately upon install of 
these meters, which is likely due to sending data over power lines designed to only carry electric current 
according to EMF Remediation Experts.  One local man, James Kennedy (?) almost jumped in the truck with me 
when I asked him if he heard it.  PISSED OFF, can’t sleep, “haven’t felt well since moving into our house…”. 

Was before locals began telling me that Carroll Electric cooperative CORPORATION was locking them out of 
public meetings and changing the rules to keep a TRUE NEIGHBOR REPRESENTATIVE from getting on the board, 
while calling themselves a “member-owned cooperative”. They have a LONG HISTORY of not conforming to the 
Rochdale Principles of a TRUE Cooperative. You can see details of that history here: 
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/12/06/carroll-electric-cooperative-
corporation-a-history-of-posing-as-a-member-owned-cooperative/ 

Was before I learned there's an ICD (Int' Insurance Diagnostic Code) for this condition of electromagnetic 
hypersensitivity:  

EHS or IEI should be classified under:  

(1) Cause – Two codes are available for illness/injury resulting from exposure:  

• W90.0 for exposure to radiofrequency radiation (RFR). Note this includes intermediate frequencies (IF) that 
flow along wires, microwave radiation (MWR) as well as millimeter waves (mmW).  

• W90.8 for exposure to other non-ionizing radiation, for example extremely low frequency (ELF) electric and 
magnetic fields (EMF) and ground current. http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W90  

(2) Effects – various classifications are available for the illnesses/injuries caused by the exposure to EMF 
radiation, for example …  

• ICD-10 G43 for migraine: http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G43  

• ICD-10 R42 for dizziness and giddiness: http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R42  
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• ICD-10 H93.1 for tinnitus: http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H93.1   

If there's an international diagnostic code for a condition, then there is no question the condition exists!   

Was before I realized that I wasn't the only one being affected by this stuff, I was just the one FEELING IT. If you 
don’t FEEL IT then you may instead end up with uncontrollable blood sugar, afib or heart rhythm problems, 
cancer, recurrent respiratory issues aka Covid, depression, dementia, Alzheimer’s or dis-ease of many forms...If 
you scroll through the smart meter category on the NoATT.blog site you’ll find many articles that should concern 
a thinking person: https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/category/smart-meters/ 

Was before I learned that the NIH estimates 1/3 of the population has this condition!  
http://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/09/05/nih-estimates-119-million-americans-
have-electromagnetic-hypersensitivity/ 

Was before I learned that Researchers Hallberg and Oberfeld studying the growth rates of electrohypersensitivity 
cases, predicted that by 2017, 50% of the population will display such 
symptoms. https://www.elettrosensibili.it/2016/01/24/electrohypersensitivity-what-you-need-to-know-about-
the-allergy-of-the-21st-century/ 

Was before I found that NIH.gov is calling this condition a "worldwide plague that began when technology was 
launched at an industrial level. You can see that information here: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7139347/?fbclid=IwAR1DrLjrNl-Am9mUaaq-
8MiGyL7pAPl_y8SJDMpi635548J6MP0IhrsXFgQ 

And think about how much MORE technology has been launched just since 2020 under the cover of Covid, which 
the NIH even says Covid-19 is from over-exposure to wireless.  You can see that link here: 
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/03/09/evidence-for-a-connection-between-
coronavirus-disease-19-and-exposure-to-radiofrequency-radiation-from-wireless-communications-including-5g-
nih-gov/ 

Was before I chased down information to confront CECC’s claims that “These meters meet ANSI standards”.  Well 
certainly with everything I’ve listed so far, it’s clear that if ANSI approved this garbage, then ANSI IS 
COMPROMISED.  I then found this man on YouTube showing that ANSI was overseen by a member of the CCP 
from 2015-2021. If you don’t see the problem with that then you need to remember that President Trump wrote 
an EO 13920, which addressed getting rid of all equipment in our electric grid connected with a foreign 
adversary? I’ve questioned for decades why China is being treated as if they’re a friend. NO, THEY ARE NOT, and 
it seems quite foolish to let them in our electric grid in any way. 
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/10/23/when-the-safety-accreditation-
bodies-are-corrupt/ 

Was before I found the lies in printed material being circulated by Aclara, who purchased this meter system from 
General Electric (GE) AND also circulated by Carroll Electric Cooperative CORPORATION then found competing 
printed information showing THE TRUTH about the safety of these meters. THIS IS FRAUD! And when you have 
fraud, a defective product, and several deaths it seems like it would meet a CRIMINAL CRITERIA:     
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/10/14/when-utility-corporations-lie-people-
die/ 

Was before I spent 4 days of 24/7 hell when a disc slipped in my back and I realized I wouldn't be able to go in 
the chiropractor's office, a doctor's office, a dentist, or the ER! I was able to get that disc back into place, but I 
won’t have any magic if I break a tooth!   
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So, tell me, how did we get to a place where it’s legal or TOLERATED on the moral compass, for a PRIVATE 
CORPORATION to come into our beautiful state, posing as a “member owned cooperative” while not meeting 
any of the criteria of a TRUE COOPERATIVE for over a decade and not held to account by any oversight 
agencies, FORCING a DEADLY not smart electric meter on their members, under the guise of providing essential 
services that provide dignity and health, and not give said “members” any say in the matter WHILE ALSO 
BLOCKING ANYONE WITH A VERIFIED MEDICAL CONDITION FROM ACCESS TO LIFE…TO MEDICAL CARE…TO 
DENTAL CARE…TO ENTERING ANY BUILDINGS…OR LIVING THEIR LIVES…IN CONTRAST, one county over, Entergy 
allows their customers to choose a TRUE analog meter?  How do “members” FORCE unsafe technology on 
themselves?  

Was before I learned that there are now 9 of us in the vicinity of this small town who are being adversely 
affected by EMF's (electromagnetic fields) therefore 9 of us here are now barred from access to medical, dental, 
and chiropractic care in addition to not being able to enter any buildings such as the grocery store which has 
DEADLY readings, the post office, restaurants, or even friends’ homes.  

Was before I read the 2005 Energy Policy Act and saw that in Section 1252, page 371 that they only speak of 
OFFERING these “time of use” meters, NOT FORCING them.  https://www.energy.gov/articles/energy-policy-act-
2005 

Now, if the human issue isn’t compelling enough you need to see what’s happening to our environment and a 
HUGE part of this is this meter system banned at the federal level by the Swiss Physicians for the Environment 
and the Austrian Chamber of Physicians.  Remember the local man who said, “my studies are ongoing, but we 
have found a correlation between these meters and cwd”?  Well? That’s not all they’re doing. 

The 2021-22 Arkansas Hunting Guidebook, page 4 discusses "...chronic wasting disease, which first appeared in 
Arkansas in Newton County in 2016". Many claim it came from the infected elk brought in and want to end the 
conversation there. What you need to understand are simultaneous events of deploying these toxic digital electric 
meters was at an estimated 75% coverage in 2016. These meters have not only contaminated the power lines, 
have the air screaming here 24/7 with a high-pitched squeal, (likely from data being carried on electric lines 
designed to only carry current), but THE BIGGEST issue is that they've CREATED AN ELECTRIC FIELD affecting every 
living thing that's in it! They like to use the word "GRID" so imagine that we're all in an electric GRID now 24/7.  
So, an INFECTED AGENT, (the elk), were introduced into an area where an "electric grid" was now in place, 
suppressing the immune system of the White Tail, and causing neuro degenerative issues like we're seeing in the 
human population.  
 
Dec 9, 2023...CWD FOUND IN 1/2 of states in the USA. First time ever in Yellowstone and Kentucky in recent 
weeks. THIS level of electrification of our world has never been done before so what would you expect? 
http://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/12/10/one-half-of-them-in-the-usa-now-
have-cwd-chronic-wasting-disease/ 
 
 
REGARDING OUR HIGH-PITCHED SQUEAL HERE...IT'S NOT "tinnitus of unknown origin"!  
It's microwave auditory effect. We're actually hearing electrical frequency in the air from this 
system: https://www.naturalblaze.com/2021/10/5g-emf-rf-vibroacoustic-disease-microwave-hearing-beam-
forming-this-is-not-tinnitus-of-unknown-origin.html 
 
 
Why SOUND Is Important and Why The Squeal In The Air Here Can't Be Tolerated   
8 min video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNMUeK4PNww 
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At this link below you’ll find a 174-page document detailing all the problems with the not smart meter and 
electric grid system that was rolled out in spite of the concerns because I live in a world now where NOBODY 
DOES THEIR DAMN JOB it seems.  NOBODY!  Money, THE LOVE OF MONEY, is what’s causing all of this but we 
need to understand clearly that when it comes to DANGEROUS TECHNOLOGY or CHEMICALS or…other toxins we 
HAVE TO restrain the inclination to not care or else the many experts valid concerns about a 6th self-extinction 
event, first one caused by humans, may in fact come true. 

https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/06/07/analysis-smart-meter-and-smart-
grid-problems-dec-2012-and-rolled-out-in-spite-of-this-information/ 

Our goal should be “putting a hole in the grid” once you understand that an electronic fence around the entire 
planet is not a good idea since everything in our world works by NATURAL forms electricity and magnetism. 
What’s being put out is NOT NATURAL. It’s PULSED instead of smooth. In fact, if you go look at the Public Health 
Warning document I created, the first ten pages should shock the poo out of a thinking person and show you 
WHY we need to be giving serious reconsideration to our technological ways. What could possibly go wrong?  
Answer:  EVERYTHING! And WRONG is well underway once you look. You’ll find that document here: 

https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/04/18/public-health-warning-document-w-
instructions-for-action/ 

As stated above, I received a very unsatisfactory response from Kym Armstrong telling me that I’d need to hire a 
private attorney as the AG’s office had “mediated” my complaint.  I wrote Ms. Armstrong an email stating that 
the AG’s website and her own initial email states that the AG’s office will do an “INVESTIGATION”.  Forwarding 
my complaint to CECC and then sending me CECC’s ridiculous reply “Oh, she’s complained on us before, see 
attached” is NOT an appropriate response. THAT is an INVESTIGATION.  It’s a complaint-forwarding service and 
CECC’s response of “Oh yeah, that lady filed a complaint on us before, see attached” is NOT a valid response, is 
extremely arrogant, and brings zero resolution to the table as if my concerns aren’t worthy of review.    

I made a list of potential steps that should be taken for an ACTUAL INVESTIGATION and that would look 
something like this:   

Interview me, my mom, my friends to see if my claims are credible.  Call me, then come meet me/us. 

Take readings in the electric outlets and in the environment of the hardware store, Harps grocery store, the 
school, the courthouse, and other reported areas of concern AND BEYOND. 

Interview Lexy Coontz, the Road Superintendent here in Newton County who was likely born and raised here. 

Contact the creator of SmartMeterHarm.net and inquire about the source for the report that this meter system 
was banned by the Austrian Chamber of Physicians and the Swiss Physicians for the Environment.  If you need 
help with this, I have her contact information through an email forum we’re both in. 

Contact Charles Covington, the 70 yr old Chief Inspector.  870-476-2688 Mailing address:  2012 Campground 
Road, Paragould, AR 72450 to confirm my accounts and that he asked Randy Hooten with Carroll Electric to come 
check on this squeal up here, TWICE. 

Contact Randy Hooten IN PERSON so you can see his reaction to the questions at hand about why he didn’t come 
to check on us when a STATE LEVEL INSPECTOR asked him to, TWICE. 

Ask to take readings at the Sheriff’s house where his 46 yr old presumably healthy wife dropped dead of a heart 
attack. 
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Contact Dr. Valerie Chavez in Austin, TX to verify my diagnosis and that she is a qualified MD to make a 
diagnosis.  Her contact information and letter are in the post titled, Looking for lawyers, paralegals, and law 
enforcement post:  https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/05/23/looking-for-
lawyers-paralegals-and-law-enforcement-heres-the-story/ 

Verify the ICD Codes  

Do a deep dive into the THOUSANDS and THOUSANDS of published studies, start on the 
NoMoreTowersInTheOzarks.org site and just start out reading the headlines of each item posted. Go verify that it 
is what I say it is and then resume your education overall.  NOTICE that so many varied sources are reporting on 
the concerns. Be sure to scan the NoMoreTowers…site, left column near the bottom, for the “4 Babies Born 
Without Hands 9 Months after a 5G tower was installed nearby” and that same link talks about cattle becoming 
sterile and calves being born without hair. You’ll also see a link to the “sperm count to be at zero by 2045” in that 
area of the site. 

Go to https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/ aka NoATT.blog where I believe you should 
READ every word of the Featured Post, Public Health Warning, and see why I’m so concerned beyond the local 
issues here that should have NEVER BEEN ALLOWED TO HAPPEN!  

Find out why the Arkansas Public Service Commission has done nothing when I mailed two of their 
commissioners the Public Health Warning in booklet form with a cover letter.  Legislative Analyst, Pam Smith at 
Arkansas.gov says PSC has no jurisdiction because they’re a cooperative.  So… 

Contact the Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation who supposedly does have jurisdiction but who has also 
failed to respond to email or written information. 

HUMANITY NEEDS TO WAKE UP AND STEP 1 IS TO GO BACK TO ANALOG METERS EVERYWHERE IMMEDIATELY. 
Use a call-in phone system or go back to the postage paid post cards where we filled in the readings every 
month and dropped the card in the mailbox.  WORKED FOR DECADES WITHOUT ISSUE.  

Start ordering books like Hidden Dangers, and Dirty Electricity and Electric Ecosystem, Public Health SOS: The 
Shadow Side of Wireless, or any of the massive number of books already in existence and see how many have 
come out in recent years correlating with the insane rollout of historic levels of new technology. 

Go To EHTrust.org (Environmental Health Trust) and spend some time. 

Go to http://weepinitiative.org/ and do some reading, especially the What is…and the Are You Living With…tabs. 

Stop and think how you'd feel if you were SUDDENLY "allergic" to the modern world. You can't work, travel, go 
out to eat or to a movie or even to a friend's home. You can't go in the grocery store or the post office or the 
hardware store. You can't access medical care or dental care...and the most disheartening of all is that the 
world doesn't seem to care. Our illness is very inconvenient for all the plans in place.   

Damn us and the bees!   

Notice: Wireless has not made us better humans!  

Go learn what kind of Bill Massachusetts is presenting/presented to see what we can learn about our own status 
and what we may change to protect our precious citizens and the beautiful natural beauty of this state: 

Massachusetts is presenting a Bill H.2158, 193rd (Current) Session:  
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An Act recognizing EMS (ElectroMagnetic Sensitivity) as a disease dangerous to the public health, requiring 
inclusion in MAVEN, establishing the Massachusetts EMS registry and requiring biennial reporting as part of 
population health trends 

By Representative Farley-Bouvier of Pittsfield, a petition (accompanied by bill, House, No. 2158) of Tricia Farley-
Bouvier, Vanna Howard and Mary S. Keefe that the Department of Public Health add electromagnetic sensitivity 
(EMS) to the list of diseases dangerous to the public health. Public Health. 
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/H2158 

Go read this 390-page Commission Report by the State of New Hampshire who is now calling for a 
moratorium:https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2024/01/18/state-of-new-
hampshire-390-page-commission-report-on-wireless/ 

Go look through the 11,000 pages of evidence submitted by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr’s law firm in their suit against 
the FCC where a federal appeals court judge demanded the FCC answer for their ignorance of safety concerns:  
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2020/04/29/11000-pages-of-evidence-filed-in-
landmark-5g-case-against-the-fcc-hearing-set-for-jan-25/ 

Massachusetts for Safe Technology has created an amazing website of information: Scientists, physicians, 
academics and advocates maintain terrific websites with the facts needed to understand the wireless radiation 
issue and safe technology solutions. 
https://www.ma4safetech.org/resources?fbclid=IwAR3Md6UscIWtfYklDUH8NK2rw6mO3WcMFbhT9GktV1cJQQ8
11uHi_nrVNg8 

Go to Facebook and look at the growing number of sites for people suffering and read their posts:   

Electrical Sensitivity Support Group 

EHS Community Support Group 

WEEP Initiative-EHS Support 

Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity Support 

EMF and EHS Law 

Wireless Education 

Victims of Wireless Technology Registry 

Consumers for Safe Cell Phones 

Wired-Wireless Radiation - Education and Defense 

Electrosensitivity and Safe Technology Advocates 

Friends Against Big Wireless 

Wireless-Free Living Communities 

Citizens for 5G Awareness 
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5G & Microwave Radiation 

The New American WIFI Refugees 

Type in WIFI to the search que 

Type in Smart Meters 

Type in Wireless 

Type in Electromagnetic 

...and on and on and on we go as new one's come up weekly now it seems! 

Contact Thomas Nichols, legal director for DisabilityRightsAR.org who stated that my accommodation request 
and offer to send in readings by photograph, email or a call-in report were “perfectly reasonable” which is legal 
language but an important distinction.  BTW:  CECC’s claim that allowing one person to use an analog meter 
would affect the overall function of their entire system isn’t true because that would mean that Entergy, one 
county over, who is allowing customers to opt-out of these “advanced” meters would be causing their system not 
to function right as we’re all on the same powerline grid.  That’s more false information to try to secure their 
position when THERE IS NO position that justifies DEADLY READINGS and contaminated power lines, a 24/7 high-
pitched squeal, and damage to the wildlife.   

Watch the 7.5 minute FCC videos and read the 3 pdf’s explaining how this meter system turns the power lines 
into giant radiating antennas all the way into the serviced buildings/rooms. 

Interview, the people in the first few images on the NoMoreTowersInTheOzarks.org/ImagesThatTeach who have 
had concerning experiences here.  

Kick your feet up and watch this one-hour video that pretty much covers it but there are TONS more.  Just go to 
YouTube and look around for EHS or Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity.  I also put some on the 
websites/blog.https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2024/01/18/what-is-the-invisible-
threat-of-radiation-1-hr-video/ 

I'm likely forgetting something, but I think my point is made...that an ACTUAL INVESTIGATION needs to be 
done and that I should not be the one financing that effort.   

If this doesn’t qualify for an INVESTIGATION, then I can’t imagine what does. I hope to hear back from Tim Griffin 
personally that he is going to TAKE ACTION on this IMMEDIATELY.  WE ARE THE NEW PARAPLEGICS, crippled by 
the launching of massive and historic levels of electromagnetic radiation and new technologies in a world where 
failure of oversight and true corruption are at an epic level.  WE ARE ASKING YOU FOR “RAMPS” TO ACCESS LIFE, 
while we wait on the rest of you to figure out that humanity may have in fact taken a wrong turn here.   
 
If you won’t create a safe environment throughout this state then you should at the bare minimum require that 
ALL MEDICAL OFFICES be outfitted with TRUE, non-transmitting analog meters. To be PREVENTED FROM ACCESS 
TO MEDICAL, DENTAL, EMERGENCY ROOMS, HOSPITALS, CHIROPRACTORS IS UNACCEPTABLE!!!!!  That 1/3 to ½ of 
the population already being affected could then ask that other patients and staff turn off their cell phones and 
WIFI to allow us to come in and be treated but we can’t ask that they turn off the electricity.  
 
It would be RIGHT to also allow every person who chooses not to live in an unsafe electrical environment created 
by new technologies to be SUPPORTED IN THAT CHOICE TO OPT-OUT.  When I can show you UNSAFE READINGS 
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on a meter that’s been around since the mid 70’s, coming from some new-fangled appliance FORCED into my 
world, there should be no more debate or discussion.  RIGHT IS RIGHT! And for any oversight agent/agency to 
NOT PROTECT citizens, would seem to clearly make them complicit. Why in the world would you/we leave that up 
to a PRIVATE CORPORATION?  Since when have less oversight, lower standards, and no accountability taken us to 
better and safer products?  So…are we going to see any compassion here?  If not, then you need to at least set up 
a clinic so we can be euthanized. For the record, this feels like the new gas chambers, but you don’t have to leave 

home, school, or office to be exterminated. The powers-that-be will just pipe it into your home wiring.      

 

And finally, I want to make sure you know that the State of Arkansas has millions of dollars waiting to be 

claimed by the Broadband Scam…You can look into that at this link:   

https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/2023/06/27/lawyers-freed-the-states-from-the-
fcc-but-do-the-states-know-this/ 
 

STEP ONE: ANALOG METERS FOR EVERYONE IN THE ENTIRE STATE! 
 

I started not to include the information beyond this point as I wanted you to stay focused 
on the local issue at hand. Upon further consideration I decided that you didn’t get to be 
the Arkansas Attorney General by being ignorant. I do want you to see that RETURNING 
TO ANALOG METERS with a phone call-in, postage paid card, or OTHER method to report 
readings be done IMMEDIATELY to reduce “the electric load” on every living thing WHILE 
WE CONTEMPLATE where we are in this human project.  Humans have a history of some 
very grave errors so I’m begging you to SERIOUSLY CONSIDER what I’m presenting here 
and TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION. 
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Thank you for your time. I hope to hear from you or your office that you’re going to take some initiative here.  I 
was excited to see the AG for North Carolina defending their environment from the antics of DuPont and a 
subsidiary.  PLEASE HELP US!  PROTECT THE PEOPLE AND THE OZARKS! 
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